To investigate the histopathological correlates of quantitative relaxometry and DTI and determine their efficacy in epileptogenic lesion detection for pre-operative evaluation of focal epilepsy.
Introduction

1
Approximately 30% of epileptic patients do not achieve remission with drugs 1 . Temporal lobe 2 epilepsy (TLE) is the most common form of intractable focal epilepsy 2 and for many of these 3 patients the standard of care is surgical treatment. A randomized controlled trial has shown this 4 to be an effective treatment 3. However, seizure outcomes following surgical resection remain 5 suboptimal, with a recent long-term study demonstrating that only half of such patients are 6 seizure-free after 10 years 4. It is believed that early seizure recurrence is due to inadequate 7 identification or removal of the epileptic lesion(s) or network 5, which may suggest the presence 8 of dual pathology (histological abnormalities in the neocortex of patients with hippocampal 9 sclerosis) or error in localising subtle neocortical lesions. However, whether these residual 10 abnormalities are epileptogenic, or instead are the result of recurrent seizures, is still unclear.
12
In addition to electroencephalography, MRI can identify lesions related to seizure onset,
13
and surgical outcomes are more favorable if an underlying lesion can be detected 6, 7 . However,
14
clinical protocols for pre-operative assessment of focal epilepsy lack sensitivity, with more than 15 30% of patients diagnosed as MRI negative 8, 9 , and the histological evaluation often reveals 
Results
215
MRI parameters-Histology features correlation
216
The registration protocol enabled us to determine precise correspondences between MR and Furthermore, only T1 was to be a predictor of small-caliber neurons (granular cells) in the GM.
225
There were no significant associations between the GFAP field fraction and any MRI parameter 226 in either GM or WM. Similarly, no significant associations were seen between histology and
227
MRI parameters in the white matter. however we did not observe any significant correlations with GFAP IHC in either GM or WM.
326
The positive correlation reported between age and neuronal density has been shown 327 previously in a healthy aging population 43 , and was attributed to atrophy (volume loss) without 328 accompanied neuronal loss. This has potential implications on the detection of neuronal integrity,
329
since if age-related atrophy (density increases) and neuron loss (density decreases) occur 330 simultaneously, there may be no net change in density, and thus no change in MRI signal.
331
Finally, we found significant differences in left-onset TLE patients, which had increased T1 and 
